New Faculty Institute
Participants
2007/2008

Edward Akhunon  Plant Pathology
Jared Anderson  Family Studies and Human Services
Kurt Barnhard  Aviation
Blake Belanger  Landscape Architecture
Thomas Bell  Library
Vikas Berry  Chemical Engineering
Emma Betz  Modern Languages
Gary Brase  Psychology
Matt Brueseke  Geology
Ray Buyle  Architectural Engineering and Construction Sciences
Jianhan Chen  Biochemistry
Mary Copple  Modern Languages
Gerry Craig  Art
Douglas Dow  Art
John Eck  Architecture
Joycelyn Flaske  Apparel, Textiles and Interior Design
Hamilton Fout  Economics
Donna Fullmer  Interior Architecture and Product Design
Gary Gadbury  Statistics
Erica Hately  English
Marylynn Higginbotham  Clinical Sciences
Vinod Kumarapppan  Physics
Mary Leyendecker  Speech
Jun Li  Chemistry
Cindy Logan  Library
George Matthews  Speech
Marco Margiocco  Clinical Sciences
Dudley McCaw  Clinical Sciences
Michael McGlynn  Architecture
Kendra McLauchlan  Geography
Kristin Michel  Biology
John Morris  Accounting
Leigh Murray  Statistics
Kumiko Nakamura  Modern Languages
DeAnn Presley  Agronomy
Shireen Roshanravan  Women’s Studies
Antoinette Satterfield  Library
Joel Spencer  Geology
Esther Swilley  Marketing
Danielle Theiss-White  Library
Ray Treinen  Mathematics
Victor Turchin  Mathematics
Praveen Vadlani  Grain Science and Industry
Don Volok  Mathematics
Weisin Yao  Statistics